
C
hristmas shopping can be as
exhausting as running a marathon by
raising your heart rate by a third, a
survey has shown.

But unlike the run, you hit the wall at just
32 minutes in and never recover, with
experts recommending you treat it as several
sprints. While chasing a festive bargain,
most people (88 per cent) suffer a condition
called tachycardia –where the heart races at
over 100 beats perminute – a similar reaction
to taking a kickboxing class. And six out of
10 people hit a “wall of disenchantment”
after only 32 minutes – a tipping point when
thoughtful gift buying is replaced by
seasonal fears and stress.

This is where engagement and interest
levels drop and never recover. This
“browsing burnout”was the precisemoment

whenmost lost interest in the task.

In the first study of its kind the emotional
toll on the human mind and body was
captured by a device worn round the wrist.
The biometric experiment measured
participants’ heartbeats, pulses, skin
temperatures, stress levels and motions.

To combat the pressures, shoppers should
take inspiration from their gym routine and
embrace HIIS (High Intensity Interval
Shopping). Experts say short bursts leave
you less worn out and encourage more
meaningful purchases. They looked at the
attitudes and pressures of both online and
offline experiences using real time data. It
offers a never-before seen glimpse into the
emotional rollercoaster of the annual
shopping custom.

The report says with only three weeks to

Christmas most of us will focus on the
functional elements of shopping, falling to
pressures and fears of being left empty
handed on December 25.

While being thoughtful is the single most
important factor, an astounding seven-in-10
shoppers still feel like they settle too easily
when purchasing items for loved ones.

The thought behind the gift is often lost as
giving becomesmore transactional than ever
before.

Using medical grade technology eBay
investigated 100 shoppers’ physiological
responses to a 60-minute experience over two
days. Data from the device was transmitted
in real time to international emotion tech
company Lightwave’s software platform.

Researchers examined this using analytics
and neuroscience techniques including
measuring orienting responses and heart
rate variability. The findings highlighted the
physiological pressure Christmas shopping
places on us all. Heart rates increased by 33
per cent during the experiment which is on
par with taking part in a marathon.
Participants also revealed additional
pressures of online and physical shopping at
Christmas.

Over 45s felt it more than any other age
group with 88 per cent describing it as an

extremely intense experience.

Women were more likely to find the
annual activity more pressurised – two
thirds (67 per cent) compared with 56 per
cent of theirmale counterparts. And seven in
10 self-identified “planners” still felt more
pressure than “impulsive and freestyle”
customers.

Making shopping less stressful
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